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lnstruction to Candidates:

l) Section - A is Compulsory consisting of ten questions carrying two
marks each.

2) Section - B
students has

3) Section - C
students has

contains Five questions carrying Five marks each ancr
to aftempt any four questions.
contains Three questions carrying Ten marks each ancl
to attempt any two questions.

Section - A
Q{)

a) What is meant by the term transients? Draw the transient response of
R.-L series circuits.

b) State Reciprocity theorem. Give example.
c) Classi$, different types of network elements.
d) write the nodal equations for the followine circuit.

e) Explain convolution theorem.

0 What are composite filters. IJou, they are better
m-derived filters.

g) What are transf'er limctions? Give its significance.
h) Explain the behavior of an incir:ctor at t:0 ancl t: infinitl, .,vhen there is

initial curent in it.

t) What is meant by analysis and sl,nthesis of a network.

) Differentiate between prototype filter and m-derived firters,

than prototype ancl
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Section - B

Q2) Explain time dornain response from pore and zero plot.
zeros of a network function on the s_plane.
N(s) : (s * 1) (s + 5) (s + 3 +- 2i)(s + 3 -2j) and check
system.

Q3) State Thevenin theorem' Find the current florving in branchAB using thevenin
theorem.

Plot the poles and

the stability of the
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Qa) Ftnd the voltage across capacitor C,.
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Q5) Test whether the poiynomial p (s) : Si + 4S2 +- 55 + 2 is hu.witz.

Q6) Derive the Laplace transform of step, ramp, inipuise and unit doublet function.

Section - C

Q7) Find the first and second Foster forms of the function
Z (s )  : (s  +  l )  (s  +  3 )  /  s  (s  +  2 )

Q8) Explain different characteristics of filters. Derive equations of Characteristics
impedance, Propagation constant, attenuation and phase shift of ,I-network.

Q9) De'"etrnine the current i (t) in the given circuit.arhen the svzitch is closed at, " - u .
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